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Ansbach in May 2020
Dear Marc Zuckerberg!
I heard about your prime project to spend money for education. l think that is not easy. Of
cource the world or politics is corrupt and egoistic.
And other way any friend I told about your education project, and that I intended to you to
push and support my learning Game 'WAU WAU' replied - that this was only au promotion gag
and would never help me at all. So what? 1 am so naive to believe that you will be serious
to do what I read in the news. That's why I write to you in the hope you will help me and my
famous Game 'WAU WAU' and promote it world wide.
If you like the successfull game 'Scrabble', you will love 'WAU WAU'. For me, Scrabble is
too stiff and not really a learning game. My 'WAU WAU' (WAU german comes from english WOWE)
is a very flexible, innovative, funny and interactive lettergame for children from the age
of 6 - 99 years.
Also I worked with a german Highschool with very good results. I even attended the greatest
Toy Fair of the world in Nurenberg in Bavaria for ten years. But with only some smaller
sales, the great commercial suocess did not arrive of course. I am only a little publisher,
a local known artist with no big lobby behind. But I am sure with a great sponsor like you
dear Marc I will find my comeback on any toy fair of the world, in every country and each
language, in any school on earth. We will present it as a sustainable giveaway turning any
pupil into a word juggler and letteracrobat.
By the way, have you heard that Mattel changed the rules of scrabble a bit, so it turned
into Joolo. Joolo comes a bit closer to 'WAU WAU', but not half the way how 'WAU WAU' makes
real education.
So I ask you to give me enough money and I travel around the world as a 'WAU WAU' diplomat
respective ambassador and I would tell everybody who pays for our promotion tour. I also
promise you 'any Cent would
be transparent'.
I would like further to inform you about my education offensive if you like too. Please
answer me quickly, of course time is rare and the world of games needs 'WAU WAU'.
So I send you the best wishes what a man can wish-yours
Thomas Fitzthum
More details of 'WAU WAU' you will find on my Website http://thomasfitzthum.de/wauwau
(sorry, only in German)
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